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Note on Abbreviations

CCR (County Court Rules; sch 2 to the Civil Procedure Rules accommodates the survivors;

again the intention is that they should be phased out);

CPR (Civil Procedure Rules, effective from 26 April, 1999, enacted SI 1998/3132, but with

many later amendments);

ECP (Neil Andrews, English Civil Procedure (Oxford UP, 2003)

PD eg PD (3) 4.1 (Practice Directions appended to the Civil Procedure Rules; the relevant

Part’ of those rules is given in round brackets and the relevant paragraph is then indicated);

RSC (Rules of the Supreme Court; some of these survive in sch 1 to the Civil Procedure Rules,

but the intention is to phase them out).

The Overriding Objective is de ned in CPR (1998) 1.1, as follows:

These Rules are a new procedural code with the overriding objective of dealing

with cases justly.

Dealing with cases justly includes, so far as is practicable

ensuring that the parties are on an equal footing;

saving expense;

dealing with the case in ways which are proportionate-
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to the amount of money involved;

to the importance of the case;

to the complexity of the issues;

to the nancial position of each party;

ensuring that it is dealt with expeditiously and fairly;

allotting to it an appropriate share of the court’s resources, while taking into

account the need to allot resources to other cases.

CPR (1998) 1.2 provides:

The court must seek to give effect to the overriding objective when it (a) exercises

any power given to it by the Rules; or (b) interprets any rule.

CPR (1998) 1.3 states:

The parties are required to help the court to further the overriding objective.

The reference to parties will be taken to include their lawyers.

Section 42 of the Access to Justice Act 1999 provides:

Every person who exercises before a court a right of audience . . . has

a duty to the court to act with independence in the interests of justice; and

[a duty to comply with its professional body’s rules];

and those duties shall override any obligation which that person may have (otherwise

than under the criminal law) if it is inconsistent with them.

1. Sources of Civil Procedure

[detailed account: Andrews, ECP paras 1.01 to 1.38]

The sources are: (1) primary legislation, (2) statutory instruments (notably the Civil

Procedure Rules1)), (3) practice directions (or practice statements or practice notes )

(4) pre-action protocols (5) precedent decisions, (6) practice (7) of cial guides to practice,

(8) the High Court’s inherent jurisdiction, (9) juristic writing. 2)

Statutes

Some procedural rules are founded upon primary legislation. Examples are:

the Divisions of the High Court;3)

English Civil Procedure: A SynopsisR. L. R.

1) SI 1998/3132, with subsequent amendments.
2) Jacob, The Fabric of English Civil Justice (1987) 50 ff.
3) ss 5, 6, 61 and sch 1, Supreme Court Act 1981.



the power to issue injunctions;4)

the rule that proceedings must normally take place in public;5)

the rules of limitation of actions. 6)

Secondary Legislation and Civil Procedure Rules

This is by far the largest source of procedural rules. Until April 1999 there were two sets

of rules, the RSC dealing with matters in the High Court and Court of Appeal and the

CCR for county court litigation. 7) But since April 26, 1999 there is an uni ed set of rules

for both the High Court and the county courts, as well as the Court of Appeal. 8)

These rules have been drafted by the Rule Committee, which replaced the former separate

rules committees responsible for RSC and CCR. 9)

Practice Directions

The Heads of Divisions of the High Court have an inherent power to issue practice

directions governing matters of procedure. This power is now recognised and, to an

extent, regulated by legislation. 10)

Pre-action Protocols

These are codi ed statements of best practice in dealing with potential claims and they

enjoy an of cial imprimatur. The three aims are: to encourage the exchange of early and

full information about the prospective legal claim; to enable the parties to avoid litigation

by agreeing a settlement of the claim before the commencement of proceedings; to support

the ef cient management of proceedings where litigation cannot be avoided. 11)

Judicial Decisions

This source of procedural law concerns the case law of the High Court and higher

appellate courts, especially when it is authoritatively reported. 12) Judges in these courts

will continue to apply the rules authoritatively and to develop new principles or doctrines.

The creativity of these courts must be admired. 13)
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4) ibid, s 37(1).
5) Ibid, s 67.
6) Limitation Act 1980, primarily; the equitable doctrine of laches sometimes applies instead.
7) On the history of the RSC, M Dockray (1997) 113 LQR 120, 123-124, notably nn 32-33.
8) CPR 2.1 de nes the scope of the new rules.
9) ss 2-4 Civil Procedure Act 1997, the full title of the committee is the Civil Procedure Rule Committee.
10) s 5 Civil Procedure Act 1997.
11) PD Protocols, 1.4; even where no speci c protocol applies, the court expects the parties to engage in

co-operative pre-action disclosure, Ford v GKR Construction L td [2000] 1 All ER 802, 810, CA per

Lord Woolf MR.
12) Jacob, The Fabric of English Justice (1987), 57 ff.
13) For an appreciation of eight fundamental judicial innovations in civil procedure, N H Andrews

Development in English Civil Procedure (1997) ZZPInt 2, at pp 7 ff.



Many decisions in the eld of civil procedure since the introduction of the CPR (1998)

have provided guidance or commentary upon the rules. 14)

European Case Law

European Court of Justice (Luxembourg), especially concerning the Brussels

Jurisdiction Regulation

European Court of Justice (Strasbourg), especially concerning Article 6(1) of the

European Convention on Human Rights states:

In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal charge

against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable

time by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law. Judgment shall

be pronounced publicly but the press and public may be excluded from all or part

of the trial in the interests of morals, public order or national security in a

democratic society, where the interests of juveniles or the protection of the life of

the parties so require, or to the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the

court in special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the interests of

justice. 15)

Article 6(1) creates ve guarantees:

access to justice [not mentioned in the text of Article 6(1) but implied by the

European Court of Human Rights16)]

a fair hearing [which includes:17)

the right to be present at an adversarial hearing;

the right to equality of arms;

the right to fair presentation of the evidence;

the right to cross examine;

the right to a reasoned judgment.]

a public hearing ; this includes public pronouncement of judgment;

a hearing within a reasonable time; and

English Civil Procedure: A SynopsisR. L. R.

14) Case law illuminating the new process includes:
GKR Karate (UK) L td v Y orkshire Post Newspapers L td [2000] 1 WLR 2571, 2576-7, CA, (court
taking preliminary);
Biguzz i v Rank L eisure Plc [1999] 1 WLR 1926, CA (range of court’s disciplinary powers);
Securum Finance L td v A shton [2001] Ch 291, CA (delay; court’s power to terminate litigation);
Daniels v Walker [2000] 1 WLR 1382 CA (discussion of single joint experts).

15) See Sch 1 to the Human Rights Act 1998.
16) Golder v UK (1975) 1 EHRR 524, ECtHR, para 35.
17) R Clayton and H Tomlinson, The L aw of Human Rights (Oxford, 2000), para 11.201.



a hearing before an independent and impartial tribunal established by law.

Practice

This concerns the unwritten customary aspects of practice which have been perhaps

adopted and applied by the courts.

In a decision given on April 1, 1998, Scott V-C in the Court of Appeal emphasised the

pliability of this source:

. . . matters of practice are not to be regarded as carved in stone but must be

adjusted as changing requirements of litigation indicate the need for adjustment . . .

Matters of practice are always being adjusted to take account of changing

requirements of litigation." 18)

Of cial Guides to Practice

See: The Chancery Guide, Admiralty and Commercial Court Guide, and the Queen’s

Bench Division Guide.

The Superior Courts’ Inherent Jurisdiction

The High Court, Court of Appeal and House of Lords each enjoys a power to supplement

the written rules by developing procedure under the rubric of the court’s inherent

jurisdiction . 19) The courts can exercise this power to supplement legislation. 20) An

example is:

R v Bow Street Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate, ex parte Pinochet Ugarte (No 2)

[1999] 2 WLR 272, 281, 288-289, HL (lack of judicial impartiality; House of Lords’

(unprecedented) power to review own defective decision).

Learned Treatises and Comment

Finally, another source of civil procedure is juristic writing. Specialised learned works

enjoy persuasive’ authority. 21)
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18) per Scott V-C, Stabilad L td v Stephens & Carter L td [1999] 1 WLR 1201, 1206, CA.
19) Jacob, The Reform of Civil Procedural L aw (1982), 221 ff; M Dockray The Inherent Juridiction to

Regulate Civil Proceedings (1997) 113 LQR 120; (for his earlier criticism of this phenomenon’s
amorphous nature, (1991) 107 LQR 376, 377-8); J A Jolowicz, Practice Directions and the Civil
Procedure Rules [2000] CLJ 53 at n 1 cites Commonwealth discussion of inherent jurisdiction.

20) Bremer v South Indian Shipping Co L td [1981] AC 909, 917, HL, per Lord Diplock.
21) eg Cross and Tapper on Evidence (9th edn, 1999); the various writings of Sir Lawrence Collins, QC,

LL D (per Bingham LJ Re Harrods (Buenos A ires) L td [1992] Ch 72 at 103, CA, a very considerable
authority ), notably Dicey & Morris on the Con ict of L aws; Hollander Documentary Evidence;
Spencer Bower, Turner and Handley, Res Judicata, (3rd edn, 1996); A rlidge, Eady and Smith on

Contempt (3rd edn, 2005) ( the leading textbook on contempt , per Jacob J A dam Phones L td →



Professional Bodies’ Rules

These are the ethical rules of the Bar and the Law Society. These are not regarded by the

courts as canonical, although they are sometimes considered in judicial decisions. 22)

2. Introduction to the Civil Procedure Rules 1998 ("CPR (1998)"

[detailed account: Andrews ECP ch 2]

Lord Woolf’s two reports in 1995 and 1996 provided the blue-print for the Civil Procedure

Rules ( CPR (1998) ) which took effect on April 26, 1999. 23)

Lord Woolf proposed a new set of rules which would have ve aims: (1) to speed up civil

justice, (2) to render civil procedure more accessible to ordinary people, (3) to simplify the

language of civil procedure, (4) to promote swift settlement, (5) to make litigation more

ef cient and less costly by avoiding excessive and disproportionate resort to procedural

devices.

Lord Woolf’s child, the CPR (1998), is a new procedural code. 24) It took effect on April

26, 1999.

Case Management under the CPR: Farewell to the Adversarial Tradition25)

Until the enactment of the CPR, English procedure was premised on the so-called

adversarial principle, or the principle of party control. The parties and their lawyers

controlled the following:

commencement and constitution of the action, especially the drawing up of

pleadings 26); selection of material facts; the legal framework within which the cause

of action is to be considered (for example, the framing of a cause of action in contract
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→ v Goldschmidt [1999] 4 All ER 486, 494).
22) eg Browne-Wilkinson V-C English and A merican Insurance Co v Herbert Smith [1988] FSR 232.
23) Lord Woolf, A ccess to Justice, Interim Report (1995) (hereafter Woolf Interim ), and A ccess to

Justice, Final Report (1996).
Among the responses to these reports were:

S Flanders Case Management: Failure in America? Success in England and Wales? (1998) 17
CJQ 308;
M Zander, The Government’s Plans on Civil Justice (1998) 61 MLR 383-389 and The Woolf
Report: Forwards or Backwards for the New Lord Chancellor? (1997) 16 CJQ 208;
AAS Zuckerman and R Cranston (eds), Reform of Civil Procedure: Essays on A ccess to Justice
(Oxford, 1995) (essays by various authors);
AAS Zuckerman, The Woolf Report on Access to Justice , ZZPInt 2 (1997), 31 ff.

24) So described in CPR 1.1(1).
25) On the new system from the perspective of the traditional adversarial principle, Neil Andrews, A

New Civil Procedural Code for England: Party-Control Going, Going, Gone’ (2000) 19 Civil Justice

Quarterly 19-38.
26) Now statement of case : see CPR 2.3 (de nition).



or tort, or both) as well as the selection of remedies;

pre-trial progress of the litigation; including the decision to apply for conservatory,

interim or summary relief;

settlement or withdrawal of the action;27)

production and reception of evidence at trial or in other hearings;28) and submissions

of law at the same.

Under the CPR, civil cases are divided into small claims (under 5,000), middling cases

(which go to the fast-track , for matters between 5,000 and 15,000), and the multi-

track (for larger cases). For fast-track and some multi-track litigation, case management

need only involve standard directions applicable wholesale to the great traf c of such cases.

The Range of the Court’s Managerial Powers

Further reading:

Andrews, English Civil Procedure (2003), 13.12-13.41; 14.04-14.45; 15.65-15.72;

Some of the details of case management can now be supplied.

The CPR (1998) contains two lists of managerial responsibilities which mostly overlap and

reinforce each other, and which are not intended to be exhaustive statements of the court’s

new active role. 29) On both the fast-track and multi-track, the judge has the following

managerial responsibilities (which the author has bundled under separate headings):

co-operation and settlement

encouraging co-operation between the parties;30)

helping parties to settle all or part of the case;31)

encouraging ADR (alternative dispute resolution);32)

if necessary, staying the action (ie, placing it on pause ) to enable such extra-curial

Ritsumeikan Law Review No. 25, 2008

27) CPR (1998) 21.10, adopting old procedure, requires court’s supervision of settlement or withdrawal
affecting children and mental patients.

28) eg the court could not interfere with the party’s proposed sequence of presenting witnesses: Briscoe v
Briscoe [1968] P 501, Div Ct, noted (1966) 82 LQR 154-5 (ALG); considered, Barnes v BPC (Business

Forms) L td [1976] 1 All ER 237.
29) CPR 1.4(2) setting out a dozen forms of active case management ; CPR 3.1(2) presenting 13 forms

of general management . See also the general provisions relating to case management: CPR Parts 26
(general), 28 (fast-track), 29 (multi-track) and parallel PD (26), (28), (29).

30) CPR 1.4(2)(a).
31) CPR 1.4(2)(f). This settlement responsibility is a controversial but salutary power. Its absence was

regretted in the past, eg on the facts in Jones v Padavatton [1969] 2 All ER 616, 624 B, CA (mother
and daughter in dispute over length of perpetual student /daughter’s stay in mother’s second home).

32) CPR 1.4(2)(e).



negotiations or discussions to be pursued;33)

determining relevance and priorities

helping to identify the issues in the case;34)

deciding the order in which the issues are to be resolved;35)

deciding which issues need a full trial and which can be dealt with summarily;36)

making summary decisions

deciding whether to initiate a summary hearing (under CPR Part 24)37), or

whether the claim or defence can be struck out as having no prospect of success38), or

whether to dispose of a case on a preliminary issue;39)

excluding issues from consideration;40)

maintaining impetus

xing time-tables and controlling in other ways the progress of the case;41)

giving directions which will bring the case to trial as quickly and ef ciently as

possible;42)

regulating expenditure

deciding whether a proposed step in the action is cost-effective, taking into account

the size of the claim and other considerations ( proportionality ). 43)

Time-Tabling

A fundamental change is that the parties can no longer relax mandatory procedural time

rules or orders, notably the rules or directions governing the progress and timetabling of

the action. 44)

Sanctions for Non-Compliance with Procedural Directions

The three main sanctions for breach of a procedural requirement are: costs orders45); stay

English Civil Procedure: A SynopsisR. L. R.

33) CPR 3.1(2)(f).
34) CPR 1.4(2)(a).
35) CPR 1.4(2)(d); 3.1(2)(j).
36) CPR 1.4(2)(c).
37) This facet of case management is highlighted at PD (26) paras 5.1, 5.2.
38) CPR 3.4(2).
39) CPR 3.1(2)(l).
40) CPR 3.1(2)(k).
41) CPR 1.4(2)(g).
42) CPR 1.4(2)(l).
43) CPR 1.4(2)(h) and 1.1(2)(c).
44) CPR 3.8(3); cf non-mandatory time provisions, CPR 2.11.
45) CPR 3.8(2).



of the proceedings46); striking out part or all of the claim or defence. 47)

Assessment of Case Management

Lord Woolf has suggested that the danger of inconsistent or heavy-handed case

management should not be exaggerated:

. . . judges have to be trusted to exercise the wide discretions which they have

fairly and justly in all the circumstances . . . When judges seek to do that, it is

important that the [Court of Appeal] should not interfere unless judges can be

shown to have exercised their powers in some way which contravenes the relevant

principles. 48)

But Lord Bingham has cautioned against an over-zealous and neurotically time-conscious

application of case management powers:

. . . both the trial judge and Court of Appeal must be constantly alert to the

paramount requirements of justice: justice to the plaintiff and justice to the defendant.

To expedite the just despatch of cases is one thing; merely to expedite the despatch of

cases is another. The right of both parties to a fair trial of the issues between them

cannot be compromised. 49)

Settlement and Alternative Dispute Resolution

The CPR emphasizes that two of the court’s overall responsibilities during active case

management are helping the parties to settle the whole or part of the case 50) and

encouraging the parties to use an alternative dispute resolution procedure if the court

considers that appropriate and facilitating the use of such procedure. 51)

The court has a power to stay an action of its own motion to encourage alternative dispute

resolution or other settlement negotiations. 52)

Trial

The CPR requires the court to take charge of the conduct of trial. Thus the court may

control the evidence by giving directions as to the issues on which it requires evidence ,

the nature of the evidence which it requires to decide those issues, and the way in which

Ritsumeikan Law Review No. 25, 2008

46) CPR 3.1(2)(f).
47) CPR 3.4(2)(c).
48) Biguzz i v Rank L eisure plc [1999] 1 WLR 1926, 1934 F, CA, per Lord Woolf MR.
49) A bbey National Mortgages plc v Key Surveyors Nationwide L td [1996] 3 All ER 184, 186-187, CA,

per Sir Thomas Bingham MR (as he then was).
50) CPR 1.4(2)(f).
51) ibid, (e).
52) CPR 26.4(1), (2); the precursor was Practice Direction (Commercial Cases: A lternative Dispute

Resolution) (No 2) [1996] 1 WLR 1024.



evidence is to be placed before the court. 53) It can also exclude admissible evidence and

can limit cross-examination. 54)

Appeal

Nearly all civil appeals now require permission (formerly known as leave ). 55)

A New Role for the Parties’ Lawyers

The rules emphasize that a litigation lawyer’s foremost duty is to respect the abstract

interests of justice, rather than blindly to be propelled by the adversarial vectors of his

various duties to the client. 56)

Furthermore, the CPR makes clear that, The parties are required to help the court to

further the overriding objective. 57) That objective requires, among other things, the quest

for justice, equality, ef ciency, proportionality and due speediness in the conduct of

litigation. 58)

Aspects of Continuity

County Courts and High Court

The distinction between the county courts and the High Court is preserved.

The county courts will tend to receive claims for less than 50,000. 59)

Judges

There are no plans for a career judiciary, as on the model of, for example, France

and Germany.

Further Changes

Rights of Audience

The Access to Justice Act 1999 (sections 36-41) extends the rights of audience

enjoyed by solicitors so that they can appear as advocates in all civil cases at rst

instance and on appeal within England and Wales without submitting to a

English Civil Procedure: A SynopsisR. L. R.

53) CPR 32.1(1).
54) CPR 32.1(2), (3).
55) CPR 52.3(1); the exceptions are appeals against committal orders, refusals to grant habeas corpus

and secure accommodation orders made under Children Act 1989 s 25; on the new appellate
restrictions, Tanfern L td v Cameron-MacDonald [2000] 2 All ER 801, CA.

56) Access to Justice Act 1999, s 42, advocates owe a duty to the court to act with independence in the
interests of justice , as well as a duty to comply with prescribed professional rules, and [both sets of
duties] shall override any obligation which the person may have . . . if it is inconsistent with them.

57) CPR 1.3.
58) CPR 1.1(2).
59) PD (29) 2.2 to 2.7.



cumbrous system of vetting by the courts.

3. Summary Judgment

[detailed account: Andrews, ECP ch 20]

Nature

This procedure allows claimants or defendants to gain nal judgment if they can show that

their opponent’s claim or defence lacks a real prospect of success. It is a swift and

stream-lined procedure, enabling the applicant to avoid the delay, expense and

inconvenience of taking the case to trial.

Test for Granting Summary Judgment

Summary judgment is available both to test the legal (including points of construction of

documents) and evidential merits of a claim or defence. 60)

CPR 24.2 states:

The court may give summary judgment against a claimant or defendant on the whole

of a claim or on a particular issue if (a) it considers that (i) that claimant has no real

prospect of succeeding on the claim or issue; or (ii) that defendant has no real

prospect of successfully defending the claim or issue and (b) there is no other reason

why the case or issue should be disposed of at a trial.

Lord Woolf has said that the words no real prospect in the test just cited speak for

themselves . 61) It means that there must indeed be a realistic rather than a fanciful

chance of success, whether as a claim or defence.

Simplicity of Procedure

CPR Part 24 hearings are normally conducted by Masters or district judges. 62) But only a

circuit or High Court judge can award an injunction or speci c performance. 63)

Factual issues are considered on the basis of written evidence in the form of witness

statements and statements of truth. 64)

The Court’s Options at a Hearing

The court can give judgment for the applicant, whether this is the claimant or the

Ritsumeikan Law Review No. 25, 2008

60) PD (24) 1.2, 1.3.
61) Swain v Hillman [2000] 1 All ER 91, 92, CA.
62) PD (24) 3.
63) PD (2) 2 (Allocation of Cases to Levels of Judiciary) (subject to minor exceptions at 2(3)).
64) CPR 24.5.



defendant. 65) If only part of a claim or defence has been successfully attacked, the effect of

the order will be to strike out that part. 66)

Conversely the court can dismiss outright the application for summary judgment. 67)

A further permutation is that the court can grant a conditional order (discussed

immediately below) where it appears to the court that a claim or defence may succeed but

improbable that it will do so. 68)

The Modern Attitude to Improbable Defences

In 1981, the House of Lords made clear that a more robust use of conditional leave is

justi ed. This is because many defences are distinctly shadowy . It is unjust for a

claimant to be fobbed off with imsy defences, often made merely so that judgment can be

delayed. 69)

4. Security for Costs

[detailed account: Andrews, ECP paras 37.01-37.50]

Basic Rules

Grant of security for costs is discretionary and so does not follow automatically in any case.

Thus CPR 25.13(1) states: The court may make an order for security for costs . . . if (a) it

is satis ed, having regard to all the circumstances of the case, that it is just to make such

an order. . .

CPR 25.13(2) speci es these six grounds for the grant of security for costs:

the claimant is resident out of the jurisdiction but not resident in a Brussels or

Lugano State [as de ned in section 1(3) Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments Act 1982];

the claimant is a company or other body (whether incorporated inside or outside

Great Britain) and there is reason to believe that it will be unable to pay the

defendant’s costs if ordered to do so;

the claimant has changed his address since the claim was commenced with a view

to evading the consequence of the litigation;

English Civil Procedure: A SynopsisR. L. R.

65) PD (24) 5.1(1)(2).
66) PD (24) 5.1(2).
67) PD (24) 5.1(3). In the case of applications by a plaintiff under the old Order 14 , this result was

known as granting the defendant unconditional leave to defend.
68) This seems consistent with the modern practice crystallised in Y orke Motors L td v Edwards [1982] 1

WLR 444, HL, (robust attitude to imsy or shadowy defences; greater resort to conditional leave
rather than giving the respondent the bene t of a scintilla of doubt).

69) Y orke Motors L td v Edwards [1982] 1 WLR 444, HL.



the claimant failed to give his address in the claim form, or gave an incorrect

address in that form;

the claimant is acting as a nominal claimant, other than as a representative

claimant under [CPR] Part 19, and there is reason to believe that he will be unable

to pay the defendant’s costs if ordered to do so;

the claimant has taken steps in relation to his assets that would make it dif cult to

enforce an order for costs against him.

Factors Relevant To The Exercise Of The Discretion To Order Security For Costs

The courts have enunciated relevant factors which the judge should consider when

exercising his discretion to award security for costs. These factors were identi ed in

leading cases decided under the old rules, and in which the ground for award was the

impecuniosity of a limited company. 70)

The factors are:

whether the action is a sham or is made in good faith;

whether the claimant has a reasonably good prospect of success in the case;71)

whether there is an admission by the defendant in the statement of case or elsewhere

that the money is due [or the claim is otherwise sound];72)

whether there is a substantial payment into court or offer to settle;

whether the application is being used by the defendant to sti e an honest and sound

claim;73)

whether the claimant’s lack of funds has been caused by, or aggravated by, the

defendant’s failure to pay;74)

whether the application for security for costs has been made late. 75)

Ritsumeikan Law Review No. 25, 2008

70) Sir L indsay Park inson v Triplan L td [1973] QB 609 at 626-7, per Lord Denning MR, CA, the classic
statement, to be read in conjunction with Keary Developments L td v Tarmac Construction L td [1995] 3
All ER 534, 539-542, CA, enunciating 9 guidelines.

71) But elaborate investigation has been deprecated: see Trident International v Manchester Ship Canal

[1990] BCLC 263 at 270, 271, CA (noting Browne-Wilkinson V-C’s salutary warning against a mini-
trial to determine the merits, Porzelack KG v Porzelack (UK) L td [1987] 1 WLR 420, 423); the matter
was further explained in Keary above.

72) But not without prejudice communications: Simaan Contracting Co v Pilk ington Glass L td [1987] 1
WLR 516.

73) A balancing of the parties’ interest is now discernible, Keary case at 539 J-540, CA, considering
Okotcha v Voest A lpine Intertrading GmbH [1993] BCLC 474, 479, CA.

74) Farrer v L acy, Hartland & Co (1885) 28 Ch D 482, 485, CA per Bowen LJ, considered Keary ibid at 540.
75) Jenred Properties L td v ENIT Financial Times October 29, 1985, CA; Keary case at 542 F, 544.



Claimant Resident Outside England and Outside the Territories of the Brussels and

Lugano Conventions

This rule was analysed by the Court of Appeal in 2001 in Nasser v United Bank of

Kuwait. 76)

Mance LJ noted that the foreign residence ground must be reconciled with A rticle 14 of

the E uropean Convention on H uman R ights, now incorporated as part of Sch 1,

Human Rights Act 1998 (England). The prohibition in Article 14 against discrimination

covers:

any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion,

national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other

status".

Consequences of Failure to Satisfy Order for Security

A claimant who fails to comply with such an order will nd the action stayed until security

is given or that the action is struck out. 77)

5. Expert Witnesses78)

New Strategies

Andrews, ECP ch 32 for details

Lord Woolf rightly identi ed this topic as a feature of the old regime which needed to be

recti ed. 79)

The CPR (1998) Part 35 contains a mini-code regulating expert evidence in civil matters.

These provisions have four aims. The rst is to emphasise the court’s responsibility to

ensure that expert testimony is not adduced unreasonably or disproportionately. Secondly,

the expert’s duty to the court is re-emphasised. He is expected to refrain from presenting

partisan opinions. Thirdly, the rules intensify the expert’s duty to make candid disclosure

of his reasoning and the material which supports it. His opinion must be presented warts

and all and not in a sanitised form designed to suit a party or to shore up the expert’s

own vanity. Fourthly, Lord Woolf has introduced the institution of a single, joint
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76) [2002] 1 All ER 401, CA.
77) eg Speed Up Holdings v Gough & Co (Handly L td) [1986] FSR 330, Eurocross Sales L td v Cornhill

Insurance plc [1995] 1 WLR 1517, CA and Companhia Europeia de Transportes A eros SA v British

A erospace plc The Times January 12, 1999, CA.
78) For comparative observations, JA Jolowicz, On Civil Procedure (Cambridge, 2000), ch 12 ( The

Expert, the Witness and the Judge in Civil Litigation: French and English Law ); see also Blom-
Cooper (ed) Experts in Civil Courts (Oxford UP, 2006).

79) Lord Woolf, A ccess to Justice: Interim Report (1995) ch 23; A ccess to Justice: Final Report (1996) ch
13.



expert . He is expected to stand independently of the parties’ own interests and to assess

the issue dispassionately and accurately without any tincture of bias. See further below.

Need for Disclosure

Expert evidence must be disclosed pre-trial. 80)

Expert’s Duty to Court

The expert owes a duty to the court to present his honest, impartial and balanced opinion,

and this duty overrides any obligation which he owes to the instructing or paying party. 81)

Need for Candour

The expert must state the substance of all material instructions, whether written or oral,

on the basis of which the report was written . 82) An expert must give details of any

literature or other material which the expert has relied on in making the report .)83

Where there is a range of opinion on the matters dealt with in his report he must

summarise the range of opinion and give reasons for his own opinion. 84)

Single, Joint Experts

The court can appoint a single, joint expert who will act for both parties. 85) If the parties

do not agree on who is to act as single, joint expert, the court can resolve the impasse by

appointing from a list provided by the parties, or the court can direct that the expert shall

be selected in some other fashion. 86) A single, joint expert order will be the normal mode

of receiving expert testimony in fast-track litigation. 87)

Court of Appeal Discussion of Use of Single, Joint Experts’

In Daniels v Walker the Court of Appeal reviewed the power contained in the CPR (1998)

to appoint a single, joint expert’. 88)
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80) CPR 35.13.
81) CPR 35.3; earlier National Justice Compania Naviera SA v Prudential A ssurance Co L td ( The

Ikarian Reefer ) [1993] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 68, 81, per Cresswell J, providing guidelines on expert
evidence; Vernon v Bosley (No 2) [1997] 1 All ER 614, CA (party and lawyer’s responsibility to
disclose a different and inconsistent expert opinion admitted in family proceedings after close of
evidence in earlier compensation action). See also A nglo Group plc v Winther Brown & Co L td (2000)
Solicitors’ Journal 630 (Judge Toulmin QC rejecting expert report as not impartial). See also Stevens v
Gullis [2000] 1 All ER 527, CA.

82) CPR 35.10(3).
83) PD (35) para 1.2(2).
84) ibid para 1.2(5).
85) CPR 35.7 (expert nominated by parties, failing which selected from parties’ agreed list by court,

failing which, expert will be appointed at court’s direction).
86) CPR 35.7(3).
87) PD (28) para 3.9(4).
88) [2000] 1 WLR 1382 CA, per Lord Woolf MR, Latham LJ agreeing.



This was the Court of Appeal’s rst opportunity to entrench the system of single, joint

experts’. Lord Woolf MR offered this guidance:

. . . in a case where there is a modest amount involved, it would be

disproportionate to obtain a second report in any circumstances. At most what

should be allowed is merely to put a question to the expert who has already

prepared a report.

In a substantial case . . . the correct approach is to regard the instruction of an

expert jointly by the parties as the rst step in obtaining expert evidence . . . If,

having obtained a joint expert’s report, a party, for reasons which are not fanciful,

wishes to obtain further information before making a decision . . . they should,

subject to the discretion of the court, be permitted to obtain that evidence.

It is only as a last resort that you accept that it is necessary for oral evidence to

be given by the experts before the court. The expense of cross examination of

expert witnesses at the hearing, even in a substantial case, can be very expensive."

Recent Developments:

Equality of Arms: ES v Chester eld [2003] EWCA Civ 1284

Fairness In Exchange of Reports and in Ampli cation of Reports at Trial: DN v Greenwich

[2004] EWCA Civ 1659

Wasted Costs Orders: Phillips v Symes [2005] 1 WLR 2043, Peter Smith J; noted NHA

[2005] CLJ 566

Litigation Privilege and Replacement of Unwanted Party Expert’s draft opinion:

Beck v MOD [2005] 1 WLR 2206 CA; Jackson v Marley [2004] 1 WLR 2926 CA, Vasiliou

v Hajigeorgiou [2005] 1 WLR 2195 CA

Expert Immunity:

Meadow v General Medical Council [2006] EWCA Civ 1390

ALI/UNIDROIT compromise; principle 22.4

(in ALI/UNIDROIT PRINCIPLES OF TRANSATIONAL CIVIL PROCEDURE (CUP

2006) also on American Law Institute’s web-site:

The court may appoint an expert to give evidence on any relevant issue for which expert

testimony is appropriate, including foreign law.

22.4.1: If the parties agree upon an expert, the court ordinarily should appoint that

expert.
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22.4.2: A party has a right to present expert testimony through an expert selected by

that party on any relevant issue for which expert testimony is appropriate.

22.4.3: An expert, whether appointed by the court or by a party, owes a duty to the

court to present a full and objective assessment of the issue addressed.

The comment to that Principle states:

Use of experts is common in complex litigation. Court appointment of a neutral expert

is the practice in most civil-law systems and in some common-law systems. However,

party-appointed experts can provide valuable assistance in the analysis of dif cult factual

issues. Fear that party appointment of experts will devolve into a battle of experts

and thereby obscure the issues is generally misplaced. In any event, this risk is offset

by the value of such evidence. E xpert testimony may be received on issues of foreign

law.’

6. Interim Injunctions

[detailed account: Andrews, ECP paras 18.41 to end]

Background

The court’s statutory power to grant injunctions includes the power to issue interlocutory

injunctions, that is, preliminary orders given before trial. 89) Before 1974, it used to be the

practice that an interim injunction would be granted only if the applicant could show a

prima facie case on the merits. 90)

American Cyanamid

The House of Lords in 1974 reconsidered the prima facie case test. 91) It established the

general rule that the court should not consider a case’s merits. Instead it should strive to

balance the hardship to the applicant caused by refusal of relief against the hardship to

the other party if he is temporarily bound by an injunction. Only in rare cases would it

be necessary to consider the merits. That would be just and proper only if the court

discovered no real difference in weight between the parties’ respective potential

hardships. Therefore, consideration of the merits would come into play as a tie-

breaking factor.

American Cyanamid Side-Railed

Later decisions have produced a network of exceptions to A merican Cyanamid’s general
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89) Supreme Court Act 1981, s 37.
90) Hubbard v Vosper [1972] 2 QB 84, CA; JT Stratford & Son L td v L indley [1965] AC 269, 338-9 per

Lord Upjohn, HL.
91) A merican Cyanamid L td v Ethicon L td [1975] AC 396, HL.



embargo upon considering a case’s legal and factual merits. 92)

Laddie J, a Chancery judge, has persuasively attempted to give this embargo the coup de

grace by declaring it largely irrelevant to most applications for interim injunctions:

Lord Diplock [in A merican Cyanamid] did not intend . . . to exclude consideration of

the strength of the cases in most applications for interlocutory relief. It appears to me

that what is intended is that the court should not attempt to resolve dif cult issues of

fact or law on an application for interlocutory relief. If, on the other hand, the court

is able to come to a view as to the strength of the parties’ cases on the credible

evidence, then it can do so. In fact . . . it is frequently the case that it is easy to

determine who is (more) likely to win the trial on the basis of the [documentary

material]. 93)

However, Laddie J’s comments have not prevented courts in later cases from expressing

loyalty to the Cyanamid case (see note 93).

Cross-Undertaking in Favour of Defendant

An applicant for an interlocutory injunction must give a cross-undertaking to indemnify the

defendant (and in some situations non-parties) if the interlocutory order is subsequently

held to have been improperly made. 94)

7. Freezing Injunctions

[detailed account: Andrews, ECP paras 17.01 to 17.105]

Nature

These were formerly known as Mareva injunctions but have now been renamed. 95) They

have stimulated a rich literature. 96)
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92) These details are collected at Andrews, ECP 18.53 to 18.65; LA Sheridan, Injunctions in General

(1994) 25-37.
93) Series 5 Software L imited v Clarke [1996] 1 All ER 853, 865; but this has not silenced reference to

A merican Cyanamid, eg Intelsec Systems L td v Grech-Cini [1999] 4 All ER 11, 25 and R v Secretary of

State for Health [2000] 1 All ER 572, 598, CA per Laws LJ ( A merican Cyanamid is the ordinary rule
by which applications for interlocutory injunctions in private law proceedings are decided every day ).

94) F Hoffmann-L a Roche & Co A G v Secretary of State for Trade & Industry [1975] AC 295, 360-1,
HL; A merican Cyanamid Co v Ethicon L td [1975] AC 396, 407-9, HL; on enforcement of the cross-
undertaking, Cheltenham & Gloucester Building Society v Ricketts [1993] 1 WLR 1545, CA; Goldman

Sachs International v Philip L yons The Times 28 February, 1995, CA; Barratt Manchester L td v Bolton

MBC [1998] 1 WLR 1003, CA; Customs & Excise Commissioners v A nchor Foods L td [1999] 1 WLR
1139; AAS Zuckerman, The Undertaking in Damages-Substantive and Procedural Dimensions [1994]
CLJ 546.

95) CPR 25.1(1)(f) renames the injunction.
96) The leading work is S Gee, Commercial Injunctions (5th edn, 2004).



Freezing injunctions are in personam orders compelling defendants to refrain from dealing

with their assets and collaterally restraining non-parties, such as the defendant’s bank.

The function of such an injunction is to preserve assets from dissipation pending nal

execution against the defendant. Most freezing injunctions are awarded within the High

Court. 97)

A freezing injunction does not give the applicant any proprietary interest in the

defendant’s assets. 98)

The injunction operates at rst ex parte (without notice), usually before the main

proceedings against the defendant have commenced. Its essence is a surprise procedural

strike. But the merits of the order are later reviewed at an inter partes hearing, when the

court must decide whether it should be continued or discharged.

Freezing injunctions are now regularly awarded and have received legislative en-

dorsement. 99) The Practice Direction appended to Part 25 of the CPR now accommodates

the standard forms applicable to such injunctions, whether they apply to assets located in

England and Wales ( domestic assets ) or elsewhere ( worldwide ). 100)

Criteria

First, the applicant must show a good arguable case that he is entitled to damages or some

other underlying relief. But this is not an onerous requirement. 101)

Secondly, the court must be satis ed that the underlying cause of action has accrued, that

is, the respondent’s breach in the main action has already occurred and is not merely

anticipated. 102)

Thirdly, there must be a real risk that the respondent’s assets will be removed or dissipated

Ritsumeikan Law Review No. 25, 2008

97) PD (25) Interim Injunctions, 1.1; PD (25) 1.2 to 1.4 enable District judges in the county courts to
make such orders in narrowly de ned special cases.

98) Cretanor Maritime Co L td v Irish Marine Maritime L td [1978] 3 All ER 164, CA; Capital Cameras

L td v Harold L ines L td [1991] 1 WLR 54.
99) Per Mustill J, Third Chandris Corpn v Unimarine [1979] QB 645: At present applications are being

made at the rate of about 20 per month. Almost all are granted. They have since become more
frequent.

100) PD (25A) freezing injunctions.
101) Ninemia Maritime Corpn v Trave [1983] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 600 (per Mustill J; approved [1983] 1 WLR

1412, CA, per Kerr LJ).
102) Veracruz Transportation Inc v VC Shipping Co Inc (The Veracruz) [1992] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 353, CA,

noted LA Collins (1992) 108 LQR 175-81 (expressing the hope that the House of Lords might reverse
this decision); Z ucker v Tyndall Holdings plc [1992] 1 WLR 1127, CA, noted R Harrison (1992) New
LJ 1511-2; for doubts whether Veracruz case extends to equitable causes of action, Rix J in Re Q’s

Estate [1999] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 931, 939; Rix J also fashioned a new procedure allowing applicant without
notice to receive assurance that injunction would be granted the next day when the cause of action
accrued and on later occasion injunction granted without notice once applicant’s counsel con rms that
there had been no change of circumstances.



unless the injunction is granted. Dissipation includes any act of alienation or charging of

property. 103) The threatened removal or dissipation of assets need not be unconscionable

or heinous. It suf ces that the applicant’s eventual judgment will go unsatis ed unless a

freezing injunction is granted. 104) However, dissipation does not ordinarily include (a)

innocent transactions which are (b) made merely in the ordinary course of business.

Fourthly, even if the applicant shows that there is a risk of dissipation, the court must be

satis ed that the applicant will be unable to receive satisfaction of the claim unless he

receives an injunction. 105)

Fifthly:

. . . the court [must be] satis ed that any damage which the respondent may suffer

through having to comply with the order is compensatable under the cross-undertaking

or that the risk of uncompensatable loss is clearly outweighed by the risk of injustice

to the applicant if the order is not made. 106)

Finally, relief is conditional upon certain undertakings being made by the applicant,

notably, to indemnify the respondent if the injunction is wrongly granted, and to provide a

guarantee to support this undertaking. 107)

The Impact of Freezing Injunctions upon Non-Parties

Once noti ed of the order, a non-party is obliged not to act inconsistently with it. It is

common to notify the respondent’s bank of the order even before the relevant respondent

receives notice. The bank must then refuse to undermine the injunction by continuing to

honour its client’s cheques and instructions, except where such dealings are permitted by

the order. 108)

Non-Party’s Liability in Negligence (Law of Tort) to Pay Compensation to Applicant

In Customs & Excise Commissioners v Barclays Bank plc [2005] 1 WLR 2082, CA; [2004]

EWCA Civ 1555, the Court of Appeal held that a duty of care arises as soon as the non-

party Bank is noti ed of the freezing order. But this has been reversed by the House of

Lords in [2006] UKHL 28.
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103) Dispositions, pledges, charges: in CBS UK L td v L ambert [1983] Ch 37, 42, CA, Lawton LJ and
Lord Denning MR in Z L td v A -Z [1982] 1 QB 558, 571, CA, both cited the words otherwise dealing
with in s 37(3), Supreme Court Act 1981.

104) Ketchum International plc v Group Public Relations Holdings L td [1997] 1 WLR 4, 13, CA;
Commissioner of Customs & Excise v A nchor Foods L td [1999] 1 WLR 1139 (if a proposed transaction
is bona de, court’s discretion to grant injunction should be exercised very circumspectly).

105) Etablissements Esefka International A nstalt v Central Bank of Nigeria [1979] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 445.
106) Per Hoffmann J, Re First Express L td The Times 8 October, 1991.
107) PD (25) Interim Injunctions, at freezing injunctions.
108) Z L td v A [1982] QB 558, CA, the seminal discussion.



Freezing Injunctions to Support Foreign Proceedings

The English courts can grant interim relief even though the substantive proceedings have

been, or are to be, commenced in a Brussels or Lugano contracting state other than

England. 109) This provision satis es the United Kingdom’s obligations under the Brussels

and Lugano Conventions.

Since 1997 such supportive relief can now be applied to proceedings commenced or to be

commenced otherwise than in a Brussels or Lugano Contracting State and, secondly, to

proceedings whose subject matter is not within the scope of the 1968 Convention as

determined by Article 1 thereof . 110) The result is that the English High Court can grant

interim and ancillary relief (both freezing injunctions and connected orders for disclosure

of assets) to support substantive proceedings throughout the world, whether or not the

relevant foreign jurisdiction which is, or will be, entertaining the main claim is af liated to

the Brussels or Lugano regimes.

The Court of Appeal has emphasized the importance of granting freezing injunctions to

assist other jurisdictions, particularly in the struggle against large and sophisticated fraud. 111)

Freezing Injunctions and Foreign Assets

Freezing injunctions can apply to assets located outside England and Wales. In fact

worldwide injunctions are now standard. 112) The applicant can gain both attachment of
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109) Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments Act 1982, s 25.
110) The Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments Act 1982 (Interim Relief) Order 1997, SI 1997, 302; and the

Rules of the Supreme Court (Amendment) 1997, SI 1997, 415 (L2). The 1997 Order reverses in
England the application of The Sisk ina rule in Mercedes-Benz A G v L eiduck [1996] AC 284, PC (Lord
Nicholls dissenting), noted LA Collins (1996) 112 LQR 8, NH Andrews [1996] CLJ 12 (the Mercedes-

Benz case in fact was an appeal from Hong Kong).
111) Credit Suisse Fides Trust SA v Cuoghi [1998] QB 818, CA (considering Roseel NV v Oriental

Commercial Shipping (UK) L td [1990] 1 WLR 1387, CA; Republic of Haiti v Duvalier [1990] 1 QB 202,
CA and doubting S & T Bautrading v Nordling [1997] 3 All ER 718, CA); noted D Capper (1998) 17
Civil Justice Quarterly 35 at 37-40; the decision contains important guidance on English worldwide
freezing injunctions in the context of s 25, Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments Act 1982, (as extended);
the Credit Suisse case was analysed in Refco Inc v Eastern Trading Co [1999] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 159, CA,
which contains con icting dicta on the propriety of granting freezing order relief when the primary
jurisdiction (here the US, Illinois) is content to allow the English supplemental relief to be granted, but
the foreign court cannot itself grant such relief: Morritt, Potter LJJ favouring English relief; Millett LJ
suggesting that the absence of US jurisdiction preclude English relief, and distinguishing Credit Suisse

(at 174) as example of Swiss court having jurisdiction but lacking power to award order against non-
resident person.

For an important survey of principles in cases of overlapping foreign and English freezing or similar
relief, Ryan v Friction Dynamics L td (2 June 2000, Neuberger J).

112) PD (25) concerning freezing injunctions ( worldwide" assets); Babanaft Co SA v Bassatne [1990] Ch
13, CA; Republic of Haiti v Duvalier [1990] QB 202, CA; Derby & Co v Weldon (No 1) [1990] Ch 48,
CA; Derby & Co L td v Weldon (Nos 3 & 4) [1990] Ch 65, CA; LA Collins, The Territorial Reach of
Mareva Injunctions (1989) 105 LQR 262-99; LA Collins, ch’s VIII and IX in Essays in International →



foreign assets and information relating to such assets. 113) Arguably, the power to order

disclosure is of greater practical and tactical importance. 114)

Judicial Support for the International Fight against Fraud

The Court of Appeal has emphasised the importance of granting freezing injunctions to

assist other jurisdictions, particularly in the struggle against large and sophisticated

fraud. 115) Millett LJ said in an important decision:

It is becoming widely accepted that comity between the courts of different countries

requires mutual respect for the territorial integrity of each other’s jurisdiction, but that

this should not inhibit a court in one jurisdiction from rendering whatever assistance it

properly can to a court in another in respect of assets located or persons resident

within the territory of the former. 116)

Lord Bingham CJ emphasised that the court will always wish to be clear that worldwide

freezing relief (and associated disclosure orders) are necessary in a particular case,

because such relief is far-reaching . 117) He said that such orders must not be granted

routinely or without very careful consideration . This is so even where the substantive

proceedings are situated in England (not on the present facts). He then argued that the

court should exercise even greater caution where, as here, the application occurs under

section 25, namely relief is sought which is ancillary to substantive proceedings located

elsewhere.

His Lordship offered the following set of non-exhaustive guidelines and he emphasised that

these factors apply not just to worldwide relief but also to less extensive forms of relief

granted under section 25 of the 1982 Act:118)

Reasons for Caution

it would obviously weigh heavily, probably conclusively, against the grant of

interim relief if such grant would obstruct or hamper the management of the case by

the court seised of the substantive proceedings ( the primary court ), or
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→ L itigation (Oxford, 1993); D Capper, Worldwide Mareva Injunctions (1991) 54 MLR 329-48; A
Malek and C Lewis, Worldwide Injunctions-The Position of International Banks (1990) LMCLQ 88.

113) Relatedly, P Kaye Examination of Judgment Debtors as to their Assets Abroad: Courts’ Powers
and Jurisdiction [1989] LMCLQ 465-75.

114) per Millett LJ, Credit Suisse Fides Trust SA v Cuoghi [1998] QB 818, 827-8, CA.
115) Credit Suisse Fides Trust SA v Cuoghi [1998] QB 818, CA (Millett LJ and Lord Bingham CJ gave

reasoned judgments, Potter LJ concurred with both judgments; the judgments consider Rosseel NV v
Oriental Commercial Shipping (UK) L td [1990] 1 WLR 1387, CA; Republic of Haiti v Duvalier [1990] 1
QB 202, CA and S & T Bautrading v Nordling [1997] 3 All ER 718, CA); noted D Capper (1998) CJQ
35 at 37-40.

116) Per Millett LJ [1998] QB 818 at 827.
117) [1998] QB 818, 831.
118) [1998] QB 818, 831-2.



give rise to a risk of con icting, inconsistent or overlapping orders in other

courts.

It may weigh against the grant of relief by this court that the primary court could

have granted such relief and has not done so, particularly if the primary court has

been asked to grant such relief and declined.

Reason for Action

It may be thought to weigh in favour of granting such relief that a defendant is

present in this country and so liable to effective enforcement of an order made in

personam, always provided that by granting such relief this court does not tread on

the toes of the primary court or any other court involved in the case.

The criteria mentioned above did not preclude relief in the present case; in fact criterion

(d) strongly supported the orders made in this litigation.

Subsequent Discussions of Supportive Orders Made under section 25 Civil Jurisdiction and

Judgments Act 1982

The English court’s power to issue protective and interim relief under section 25 of the

Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments Act 1982 (as amended)119) has been considered by the

Court of Appeal and by Neuberger J in later decisions, both of which considered the Court

of Appeal’s guidelines in the Credit Suisse case (mentioned above). 120)

Foreign Court, although having Jurisdiction, unable on Present Facts, to Award Relief now

Sought in English Proceedings

The Court of Appeal considered this situation in the Refco case. 121)

Morritt and Potter LJJ (rejecting Rix J’s view at rst instance) gave dicta saying that the

English courts retain jurisdiction to grant a freezing injunction in this situation. Morritt LJ

said:

where, as here . . . , the principles [governing the foreign and English interim relief]

are substantially different I do not see why it should make a difference that the foreign

Court has jurisdiction but is, in principle, unable to exercise it as opposed to a case

where it has no jurisdiction at all. In the latter case the Lord Chief Justice and Lord

Justice Millett [in the Credit Suisse case] recognized that the Court in England is not

limited to exercising the jurisdiction available to the foreign Court. In the former case
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119) As amended by the Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments Act 1982 (Interim Relief) Order 1997, SI 1997
No 302 (effective 1 April 1997).

120) Refco Inc v Eastern Trading Co [1999] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 159, CA; Ryan v Friction Dynamics L td (June
2, 2000, Neuberger J).

121) Refco Inc v Eastern Trading Co [1999] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 159, CA.



they both recognized that the refusal of the foreign Court might preclude the grant of

relief by the Court in England but neither of them considered that it [necessarily]

would. 122)

Potter LJ agreed, emphasising that the US judge in the Refco litigation had clearly

demonstrated lack of any [anxiety] that the exercise of the English Court’s powers to grant

interim relief would impinge in any way on the Illinois proceedings. 123)

But Millett LJ opposed this liberal view, saying that the situation is equivalent to the US

court having dismissed an application for such relief on the merits. In Millett LJ’s view, it

would be excessive and contrary to notions of comity between nations for the English

courts to override the limits of the foreign scheme for such relief.

It is submitted that the courts should follow the majority’s more exible approach.

Foreign Attachment Relief: English Court Supplementing Protection by Granting

Overlapping Freezing Injunction

The English court can grant overlapping freezing injunctive relief to supplement a foreign

court’s related order, even though the latter court is the primary forum and despite the

fact that the English relief overlaps with the foreign court’s remedy. In 2000 Neuberger J,

a Chancery judge, enunciated various guidelines to meet this situation:124)

the court should be cautious before granting any freezing injunction;

the threshold criteria of freezing injunctive relief continue to apply in this

context, no less than in the ordinary situation (eg, the need for the court to be

satis ed that the claimant has a good arguable case and that there is a real risk of

dissipation);

the court must be especially cautious when granting supportive freezing relief

under section 25 of the 1982 Act because the main facts occur in a foreign context

and so they are likely to be less clear than facts occurring in England;

but the English court should not be timid; instead various factors require it to

make orders under section 25 in appropriate cases, namely international comity, the

need to combat fraud wherever it occurs, and the language itself of section 25

(orders are available unless inexpedient );

the E nglish H igh Court’s discretion to award supportive relief under section 25

of the 1982 A ct is not barred because the foreign court has refused to grant

similar relief; however, the E nglish courts should be slow to proceed in this
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122) Morritt LJ ibid at 173 col 2-174 col 1.
123) Ibid, at 174.
124) Ryan v Friction Dynamics L td (June 2, 2000, Neuberger J).



situation;125) (see the R efco case above)

the English court retains jurisdiction to grant a freezing injunction when the

foreign and primary court has already granted worldwide asset-freezing relief; in the

same way, when an English court, having primary control of a dispute, orders

worldwide freezing relief, this does not preclude, but often in fact the English court

contemplates, the making of supportive injunctions in other jurisdictions (provided

that the applicant obtains the English court’s permission before seeking further relief

in foreign courts to effectuate the English order);

but where the English freezing injunction will overlap with foreign injunctions,

the court should expect to be given cogent reasons to justify it ; overlapping relief

can create expensive and inef cient duplication of litigation, it can also lead to the

risk of double jeopardy for the same conduct (where this involves breach of an

injunction) and, thirdly, it can be oppressive to deploy multiple proceedings against

the same defendants;126)

where overlapping relief is nevertheless justi ed, it is sensible to have some

indication as to which court is to have the primary role for enforcing the overlapping

injunctions , and that court should normally be the court where the primary dispute

is to be litigated;

an overlapping order should track the foreign order’s terms, unless there are

good reasons for a deviation from those terms. 127)

8. Search Orders (formerly Anton Piller Orders)128)

[detailed account: Andrews, ECP paras 17.106 to end]

Nature

This ancillary injunction allows the applicant to inspect the defendant’s premises and

remove or secure evidence of alleged wrongdoing. The order is made without notice, that

is ex parte, so that the applicant can swoop like a hawk and seize vital evidence before it is

lost or destroyed.

These orders are mainly used to tackle breaches of intellectual property rights and

con dentiality. They are less common than freezing (Mareva) injunctions.
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125) Citing the majority view (Millett LJ dissenting) in the Refco case [1999] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 159, 173, 174,
CA, per Morritt and Potter LJJ.

126) Citing Re BCCI SA [1994] 1 WLR 708, 713, CA, per Dillon LJ.
127) Citing The State of Brunei Darussalam v Prince Jefri Bolk iah (20 March 2000, Jacob J).
128) Renamed as such, CPR 25.1(1)(h).



The standard order is now regulated by a Practice Direction appended to Part 25 of the

CPR. 129)

An order can be granted before or after the main proceedings have commenced, or even

after judgment. 130) When an order is sought in anticipation of the main proceedings,

the applicant must undertake to commence and serve notice of the main action

forthwith.

Criteria

First, a search order must not be used as a means of shing for a cause of action. 131)

Secondly, the applicant must have a very strong prima facie case on the substance of the

main complaint. 132) Thirdly, there must be a very serious risk of damage to the applicant’s

interests unless this special order is granted. 133) Finally, the court must be satis ed both

that the respondent possesses relevant material and that he will destroy this material unless

subjected to a surprise search. 134)

Controls

The standard order contains numerous provisions aimed at controlling the process of

executing these orders, especially the seizure of material. 135) An independent and

supervisory solicitor attends during the execution of an order to ensure fair-play and to

prevent oppression. 136)

9. Conditional Fees137)

[detailed account: Andrews ECP paras 35.02 to 35.64; M Cook COOK ON COSTS

(2007); Ashby and Glasser (2005) CJQ 130-35]

This is the no win, no fee system. If the case is won for his client, the lawyer might gain

a special success fee.
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129) PD (25) on search orders.
130) On this last situation, Distributori A utomatici Italia SpA v Holford General Trading Co L td [1985] 1

WLR 1066.
131) Hy-trac v Conveyors International [1983] 1 WLR 44, CA.
132) Per Ormrod LJ, A nton Piller KG v Manufacturing Processes L td [1976] Ch 55, 62, CA.
133) ibid.
134) ibid, 59-60, per Lord Denning, grave danger that vital evidence will be destroyed .
135) PD (25) Interim Injunctions, search orders.
136) eg, IBM v Prima Data International L td [1994] 1 WLR 719, 724-5.
137) The main statutory provisions are: ss 58 and 58A of the Courts and Legal Services Act 1990

(substituted by s 27 of the Access to Justice Act 1999 and effective from April 1, 2000); Conditional
Fee Agreements Regulations 2000, (SI 2000, No 692), revoking the 1995 regulations (SI 1995, No
1675); Conditional Fee Agreements Order 1998 (SI 1998, No 1860); CPR 43.2(1) (a) (l) (m) (o),
44.3A, 44.3B, 44.5, 44.15, 44.16, 48.9; PD (48) para 55.



The usual form of fee agreement is that the client will not pay any fee to his lawyer unless

the case is won, in which case his lawyer will be entitled to his normal fee (based on hourly

billing, and itself including a pro t element) plus a success fee. The success fee in England

is reckoned as a percentage of the normal fee, provided this is no greater than 100 per cent

of that normal fee. This contrasts with the contingency fee in the USA which gives the

successful attorney a percentage of the damages awarded in favour of his client (this

difference is noted more fully below).

In England, the Courts and Legal Services Act 1990 rst permitted conditional fees. 138) In

fact the scheme was not implemented until 1995. 139) The scheme was expanded in 1998 to

embrace most civil actions, other than cases concerning domestic violence matters or the

welfare of children where the presence of incentives for lawyers would be unseemly. 140)

A report draws attention to the numerous issues of professional ethics engendered by

conditional fees. 141)

This dynamic topic has already produced extensive comment. 142)

No Common Law Power to Validate Conditional Fee Agreements

A conditional fee agreement is valid only if it complies with the statutory scheme. 143) It

was necessary to introduce conditional fees by statute because at common law a fee

agreement which gives a lawyer a nancial stake in the outcome of an action is invalid. 144)

Challenging the Success Fee

The successful client or, more importantly, the defeated opponent ( the paying party 145)),

can apply for an assessment of the percentage increase and the court can then reduce it

where it considers it to be disproportionate having regard to all relevant factors as they

reasonably appeared to the solicitor or counsel when the conditional fee agreement was
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138) Following the consultation paper, Contingency Fees (Cmnd 571: 1989).
139) By the Conditional Fee Agreements Order 1995, which has now been superseded by the Conditional

Fee Agreements Order 1998 (SI 1998, No 1860).
140) The Conditional Fee Agreement Order 1998 (SI 1998 No 1860); Courts and Legal Services Act 1990

s 58A(1) lists the excluded actions.
141) The Ethics of Conditional Fee Arrangements , published by the Society for Advanced Legal

Studies, London, 2001 (under chairmanship of Robert Southwell QC).
142) Notably, The Ethics of Conditional Fee Arrangements , published by the Society for Advanced

Legal Studies (London, 2001), also citing further studies, at p 33, nn 38 and 39. For earlier discussion:
The Royal Commission on L egal Services, the Benson Report , (Cmnd 7648: 1979); the Civil Justice

Review, Report of the Review Body on Civil Justice, (Cm 394, 1988); Joint Bar and Law Society
Report on the Future of the Legal Profession, Time for a Change, The Marre Report , (1988); Peter
Kunzlik Conditional Fees-the Ethical and Organisational Impact on the Bar (1999) 62 MLR 850.

143) s 58(1) of the Courts and Legal Services Act 1990 (substituted by s 27(1) Access to Justice Act 1999).
144) eg A ratra Potato Co L td v Taylor Joynson Garrett [1995] 4 All ER 695.
145) CPR 44.3A, 44.16, PD (44) paras 20.1-20.8.



entered into . 146) Here the relevant factors include:

(a) the risk that the circumstances in which the fees or expense would be payable

might not occur; (b) the disadvantages relating to the absence of payment on account;

(c) whether the amount which might be payable under the conditional fee agreement

is limited to a certain proportion of any damages recovered by the client [viz the

success fee is capped in this way, albeit calculated by reference to normal fees]; (d)

whether there is a conditional fee agreement between the solicitor and counsel; (e) the

solicitor’s liability for disbursements." 147)

Assessment of the Conditional Fee System

The possible merits and demerits of the conditional fee system have been conveniently

listed in a 2001 report, The Ethics of Conditional Fee Arrangements :148)

clear bene ts

The list is short but impressive. First, conditional fees reduce the burden of government

expenditure on civil legal aid. Secondly, it is contended that such fees reduce the risk of

unmeritorious claims being made because they shift onto lawyers the risk of defeat and

they will tend to screen out bad cases. Thirdly, this new fee system increases access to

justice for those unable to afford civil litigation. This last point is the most important.

problems and anxieties

These can be grouped under various headings.

problems of professional ethics

problems of over-charging

problems of selective access to justice

increase in the overall cost of litigation

10. Disclosure

[detailed account: Andrews, ECP ch 26]

Compulsory Nature

A party is obliged both to provide a list of documents ( disclosure ) and to allow

inspection of these by the other side. 149)
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146) CPR 48.9(5).
147) PD (48) para 2.16.
148) Published by the Society for Advanced Legal Studies, (London, 2001), paras 1.6, 1.7.
149) CPR 31.10(2) and 31.15, subject to certain quali cations added at CPR 31.3(2).



Scope of Documentary Disclosure

Document

The CPR de nes a document as anything in which information of any description is

recorded . 150) That de nition does not catch information held in the other party’s brain

(nor the company’s of cers’ brains). Nor does Part 31 of the CPR apply to non-

documentary things , such as the claimant’s body, or physical chattels or even immovable

property. 151)

Standard Disclosure

Standard disclosure concerns documents:152)

on which A will rely; or

which adversely affect A’s own case; or

adversely affect B’s case; or

support B’s case; or

any other documents which A is required to disclose by a relevant practice

direction. 153)

Summary of Restrictions upon Duty to Disclose

The obligation to make disclosure applies only to:

documents (de ned and explained above);

which become available before or during the relevant litigation;154) and

which fall within the scope of standard disclosure;155) and

which have been referred to in statements of case etc;156) or

which are or have been in [the relevant party’s] control ; control means it is or

was in his physical possession , or he has or has had a right to possession of it ; or

he has or has had a right to inspect or take copies of it . 157) The third of these limbs
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150) CPR 31.4.
151) cf, eg, s 14, Civil Evidence Act 1968.
152) CPR 31.6.
153) The court can order narrower disclosure in special situations: CPR 31.5(1), (2).
154) O n the continuing duty to make disclosure until the end of the relevant proceedings, CPR

31.11.
155) See preceding discussion.
156) See preceding discussion.
157) CPR 31.8.



expands the scope of documents which are regarded as in a person’s control. 158)

There is no obligation to produce for inspection (as distinct from listing during the rst

stage of discovery) material which is subject to the following privileges:159)

legal advice or litigation privilege (together known as legal professional privilege );160)

[On the Three Rivers case(s): NHA (2005) CJQ 185-93; C Tapper (2005) 121 LQR

181-5; J Seymour [2005] CLJ 54-6; C Passmore (2006) NLJ 668-9]

public interest immunity;161)

the privilege against self-incrimination (see also section 13, Fraud Act 2006);162)

the privilege relating to without prejudice negotiations;163)

conciliation privilege. 164)

The duty to make disclosure extends to non-privileged con dential material. 165) However,

before the CPR the courts enjoyed a discretion, and this is likely to continue under the

new rules, whether to order disclosure and inspection of con dential material, taking into

account these factors:166)

whether the information is available to the other side from some other convenient

source;167)

whether sensitive material might be blanked out;168)

whether the class of recipients might be restricted so that the disclosing party is

protected against misuse and dangerously wide dissemination of the material.

Implied Undertaking169)

The implied undertaking requires the recipient of disclosure and his lawyer (and non-

parties) to refrain from using the information so acquired for collateral purposes, notably

to launch or fortify other proceedings. The undertaking also prevents the same recipients
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158) For the former law, Andrews, PCP 11-023 to 11-28.
159) CPR 31.3(1)(b).
160) For detail, A ndrews, E CP ch 27; and see also B Thanki, The L aw of Privilege (O xford U P,

2006).
161) For detail, Andrews, ECP ch 30.
162) For detail, Andrews, ECP ch 29; and see also C plc v p [2007] EWCA Civ 493.
163) For detail, Andrews, ECP ch 25, paras 25.01 to 25.44.
164) For detail, Andrews, ECP ch 25, paras 25.45 to end; see also Brown v Rice [2007] EWHC 625.
165) Wallace Smith Trust Co v Deloitte Hask ins & Sells [1997] 1 WLR 257, CA.
166) eg, perhaps under CPR 31.12 when deciding whether to order speci c disclosure.
167) See Wallace Smith Trust Co v Deloitte Hask ins & Sells [1997] 1 WLR 257, CA.
168) GE Capital etc v Bankers Trust Co [1995] 1 WLR 172, CA.
169) A leading case is Bourns Inc v Raychem Corp [1999] 3 All ER 154, CA.



from revealing the information to non-parties. 170)

CPR Part 31.22 codi es the implied undertaking in the context of Part 31 disclosure and

provides:

a party to whom a document has been disclosed may use the document only for the

purpose of the proceedings in which it is disclosed, 171) except (a) where the document

has been read to or by the court, or referred to, at a hearing which has been held in

public; or (b) the court gives permission;172) or (c) the party who disclosed the

document and the person to whom the document belongs agree. 173)

11. Trial

[detailed account: Andrews, ECP ch 34]

The Professional Judge

Except in those freakish exceptional actions involving a jury, civil trials are nowadays

conducted by a legally quali ed judge sitting alone.

Public Hearings

The general rule is that a hearing must be in public. 174) The court can order that the

identity of a party or of a witness must not be disclosed where this is necessary to protect

that person’s interest. 175)

Trial Bundles

The bundle consists (among other things) of copies of the following:176)
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170) Andrews, PCP 11-048 to 11-53; also Omar v Omar [1995] 1 WLR 1428; Watkins v A J Wright

(Electrical) L td [1996] 3 All ER 31; Miller v Scorey [1996] 1 WLR 1122; an implied undertaking also
protects unused material disclosed by the prosecution to a defendant in criminal proceedings, Taylor v
Serious Fraud Of ce [1999] 2 AC 177, HL; Preston BC v McGrath The Times 19 February, 1999, Burton
J, holds that there is no reciprocal undertaking preventing the Crown from disclosing the same information
to non-parties, who then use it to bring or buttress civil proceedings against the original accused.

171) cf, before CPR (1998) collateral use included certain uses in same action: Milano A ssicuraz ioni

SpA v Walbrook Insurance Co L td [1994] 1 WLR 977; and Omar v Omar [1995] 1 WLR 1428;
respectively, proposed amendments to writ or statement of claim.

172) SmithKline Beecham Biologicals SA v Connaught L aboratories Inc [1999] 4 All ER 498, CA.
173) Even in situation (a), however, the court has power to make a special order restricting or prohibiting

use of a document: CPR 31.22(2).
174) CPR 39.2(1); CPR 39.2(3) and PD (39) 1.5 set out exceptions; the primary source is s 67, Supreme

Court Act 1981.
175) CPR 39.2(4); PD (39) 1.4A emphasises the need to consider the requirement of publicity enshrined

in Art 6(1) of the European Convention on Human Rights (incorporated into English law, Human
Rights Act 1998, Sch 1).

176) PD (39) 3.2.



the claim form and statements of case;

a case summary;

witness statements to be relied on as evidence and witness summaries;

hearsay evidence notices;

plans, photographs etc;177)

medical reports and responses to them, and other expert reports and responses;

any order giving directions as to the conduct of the trial.

In large actions, a core bundle must also be prepared. 178)

Court Management at Trial

A 1950s High Court judge was dismissed by the Lord Chancellor for having asked too

many questions at trial. 179) A judge of the new age might be dismissed for excessive

taciturnity, especially a failure to take the case by the scruff of its neck .

Thus the court at trial may now control the evidence by giving directions as to (a) the

issues on which it requires evidence , (b) the nature of the evidence which it requires to

decide those issues, and (c) the way in which evidence is to be placed before the court. 180)

It can also exclude admissible evidence and can limit cross-examination. 181) The court on

both the fast track and the multi-track can restrict the number of witnesses (both lay and

expert) used by each party. 182)

Preliminary questions of law or fact can be separated from other matters in the interest of

economy. 183) Appeals are unlikely to succeed against such orders for the marshalling of the

issues. 184)

Witnesses of Fact

[detailed account: Andrews, ECP paras 31.41 to 31.51]
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177) The notice requirement is strict: CPR 33.6, notably (3).
178) PD (39) 3.6.
179) For this episode, Jones v NCB [1957] 2 QB 55, CA.
180) CPR 32.1(1); for comment, GKR Karate (UK) L td v Y orkshire Post Newspapers L td [2000] 2 All ER

931, CA.
181) CPR 32.1(2), (3). On the exclusion of evidence, Grobbelaar v Sun Newspapers L td The Times 12

August, 1999, CA (prolix defence in libel action).
182) Fast-track: CPR 28.3(1) and PD (28) 8.4; CPR 32.1 (all tracks) are widely drafted.
183) CPR 3.1(2)(j), (l); for the pre-CPR(1998) emergence of this aspect of trial management, A shmore v

Corporation of L loyd’s [1992] 1 WLR 446, HL, Thermawear L td v L inton The Times 20 October, 1995,
CA.

184) Ward v Guinness Mahon plc [1996] 1 WLR 894, CA, Grupo Torras Sa v A l Sabah (No 2) The Times

17 April, 1997, CA.



Witnesses can be compelled to attend a trial (or other hearing) by the issue of a witness

summons . This phrase replaces the hallowed terms subpoena ad testi candum (order to

attend to give oral evidence) and subpoena duces tecum (order to attend with relevant

documents or other items). 185) The witness must be offered compensation for travelling to

and from court and for loss of time. 186)

If a party intends to call a particular witness, the latter’s proposed evidence-in-chief must

be prepared in written form, signed and then served on the other parties. 187) The

statement must be supported by a statement of truth by the witness or his legal

representative (the same applies to an expert’s report). 188) It is an act of contempt of court

to make, or to cause to be made, a dishonest and false statement and then to purport to

verify this by a statement of truth. 189)

The normal practice will be for a witness statement to stand as that witness’s examination-

in-chief. 190) However, the court can allow the witness orally to amplify his statement and

to introduce new matters which have subsequently arisen. 191)

Sequence of Trial192)

[detailed account: Andrews, ECP paras 31.21 to 31.24]

The trial is divided into the following segments:

opening speech (although this can be dispensed with);193)

examination-in-chief of claimant’s witnesses (although this will not be oral where,

as usual, the witness statement is received as a substitute for oral testimony);194)

cross-examination of claimant’s witnesses by defendant’s counsel;

re-examination of witnesses;

examination-in-chief of defendant’s witnesses (although this will not be oral

where, as usual, the witness statement is received as a substitute for oral

testimony);195)
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185) CPR 34.2.
186) CPR 34.7; PD (34) 3, referring to provisions applicable also to compensation for loss of time in

criminal proceedings.
187) CPR 32.10.
188) CPR 22.1(1)(c), 22.3.
189) CPR 32.14.
190) CPR 32.5(2).
191) CPR 32.5(3)(4).
192) J I H Jacob, The Fabric of English Civil Justice (1987) 169 ff.
193) Fast-track: PD (28) 8.2; multi-track: PD (29) 10.2.
194) CPR 32.5(2).
195) ibid.



cross-examination of the same by claimant’s counsel;

re-examination of same;

defendant counsel’s nal speech;

claimant counsel’s nal speech [the reason the claimant ends is that this party

ebars the burden of proof and so should have the last word];

judgment;196)

order for costs, including in appropriate cases a summary assessment of costs. 197)

12. Appeals198)

[detailed account: Andrews, ECP ch 38]

The Need for Permission

Nearly all civil appeals now require permission (formerly known as leave ). 199)

Time-Limit

Permission to appeal must be requested from the appeal court (if it has not been obtained

from the lower court) within such period as directed by the lower court or within fourteen

days after the date of the relevant lower court’s decision. 200) The appeal court has power

to vary this time limit, but the parties cannot agree to extend it. 201)
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196) Or direction to the jury; for rules concerning judgments, CPR 40 and PD (40); on the court’s
discretion whether to complete judgment once it has begun to deliver it (or to deliver it initially in draft
form) Prudential A ssurance Co v McBains (2000) New LJ 832, CA; on the court’s power to re-open a
case before perfecting a judgment, Stewart v Engel [2000] 3 All ER 518, CA.

197) CPR 44.3, 44.7(a).
198) CPR Part 52, which is explained in Tanfern L td v Cameron-MacDonald [2000] 1 WLR 1311,

1314-21, CA; on the new system requiring permission in nearly all cases, IR Scott (1999) 18 CJQ
91-98; for background, Lord Woolf MR Review of the L egal Y ear 1997-1998 (1999); Review of the

Court of A ppeal (Civil Division), report to Lord Chancellor, September 1997 (the Bowman Report );
for US comparisons, PS Atiyah and R Summers, Form and Substance in A nglo-A merican L aw (Oxford
UP, 1987) ch 10; for re ections on the private and public functions of civil appeals, especially in the
highest chamber, see the reports by JA Jolowicz, P Lindblom, S Goldstein in P Yessiou-Faltsi (ed),
The Role of the Supreme Courts at the National and International L evel (Thessaloniki, Greece, 1998);
for comparative perspectives on appeals, JA Jolowicz, On Civil Procedure (Cambridge, 2000), chs 14 to
16; for the background before the CPR (1998) system of appeals, Andrews, Principles of Civil

Procedure (London, 1993) ch 16.
199) CPR 52.3(1): except decisions affecting a person’s liberty, namely appeals against committal orders,

refusals to grant habeas corpus and secure accommodation orders made under s 25, Children Act 1989.
200) CPR 52.4(2).
201) CPR 52.6(1), (2).



Matters of Evidence

The appeal court will rarely receive oral evidence, nor will it normally consider evidence

which was not before the lower court, although it can draw any inference of fact which it

considers justi ed on the evidence . 202)

Power to Allow Appeals

The court will allow an appeal when the lower court’s decision was wrong or unjust

because of a serious procedural or other irregularity in the proceedings in the lower

court. 203)

Routes of Appeal

These are set out in the Practice Direction to CPR Part 52.

In general, an appeal proceeds to the next level of civil judge (district judge to circuit

judge, Master to High Court judge, circuit judge to High Court judge, High Court judge

to Court of Appeal).

13. The UNIDROIT/American Law Institute’s Principles And Rules Of
Transnational Civil Procedure204)

[detailed account: Andrews, ECP paras 43.07 to end]

The text can be found at: www.ali.org/ali/transrules.htm

It is also published as ALI/UNIDROIT PRINCIPLES OF TRANSNATIONAL CIVIL

PROCEDURE’ (Cambridge UP, 2006)

The American Law Institute ( ALI ) and UNIDROIT (The International Institute for the

Uni cation of Private Law, based in Rome) completed an ambitious project to produce

both a set of principles and model rules for use in international civil litigation. 205) The idea

was conceived by Geoffrey Hazard, an USA law professor, and Michele Taruffo, an Italian

comparative lawyer. 206) They drafted an initial set of rules which attempted to fuse
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202) CPR 52.11(2), (4); see now the Datec case [2007] UKHL 23, at [46].
203) CPR 52.11(3).
204) See the special issue of the Uniform Law Review (2002) Vol VI, for many articles discussing this

project; Fouchard (ed) Vers un Proces Civil Universel? L es Regles Transnationales de Procedure Civile

de L ’A merican L aw Institute (Paris, 2001); G Hazard Jr et al Principles and Rules of Transnational
Civil Procedure 33 NYU J Int L and Pol 769, 785, 793; R Sturner, Some European Remarks on a
new Joint Project of the American Law Institute and UNIDROIT (2000) 34 Int L 1071.

205) The ALI’s most famous products are the various Restatements on areas of law; its of ce is at 4025
Chestnut St, Philadelphia, USA, PA 19104-3099.

206) Professors Professor Geoffrey Hazard, Jr, University of Pennsylvania, USA, and Professor Michele
Taruffo, University of Pavia, Italy.



common law and civil law approaches to civil litigation.

Draft rules were considered by a Working Group at meetings held each year in Rome in

2000-2003. 207) In 2002 the Group decided to expand the project to include principles and

not just rules. In 2001-2003 the group considered draft principles and rules.

In May 2002 leading English judges and commentators attended a conference on the draft

principles and rules. 208) Zuckerman has summarized that discussion. 209) He questioned

whether this project’s aim in achieving procedural uniformity, at least in commercial

matters, might not be deleterious:

Plurality of procedure encourages experimentation and promotes evolutionary

progress. Jurisdictional competition could encourage ef ciency and lead to im-

provement in dispute resolution. It might, therefore, be better to direct the efforts in

this area not so much towards an uni ed procedural system for transnational cases but

towards establishment of general normative standards that allow for considerable

variations. Community of general standards would facilitate easier mutual recognition

of judgments and . . . enable different jurisdictions to nd their own way of providing

adjudication that is effective and attractive . . .’210)
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207) The group’s membership was as follows:
Neil Andrews, Clare College, Cambridge, UK;
Professor Frederique Ferrand, Lyon, France;
Professor Pierre Lalive, University of Geneva and practice as an arbitrator, Switzerland;
Professor Masanori Kawano, Nagoya University, Japan;
Madame Justice Aida Kemelmajer de Carlucci, Supreme Court, Mendoza, Argentina;
Professor Geoffrey Hazard, USA;
Professor Ronald Nhlapo, formerly of the Law Commission, South Africa;
Professor Dr Rolf Sturner, University of Freiburg, Germany.

The two General Reporters for the Unidroit project were Professors Hazard and Sturner; the two
reporters for the ALI project were Professors Hazard and Taruffo (University of Pavia, Italy).

208) Organised by the Neil Andrews in conjunction with the British Institute of International and
Comparative Law: the papers are published in M Andenas, N Andrews, R Nazzini (eds) The Future of

Transnational Commercial L itigation: English responses to the A L I/UNIDROIT Draft Principles and

Rules of Transnational Civil Procedure (2003, British Institute of Comparative and International Law;
re-printed, 2006).

209) AAS Zuckerman, Conference on The ALI-UNIDROIT Principles and Rules of Transnational Civil
Procedure’ (2002) CJQ 322.

210) ibid.


